VALUE OF INDIAN LIVES !!
A train blast in Mumbai kills approximately 500 Indians and injures hundreds others. The reaction
from the apparent superpower (The great USA) is that India must show restraint in its actions and
urges for a political solution to the Kashmir problem. On the other end of the globe in the same
evening 6 Israeli soldiers are killed and 2 are captured by Islamic terrorists. Israel prepares for a
full front attack on Lebanese settlements and the same superpower says that the terrorists should be
dealt with a firm and iron hand.
Is it true that just because the population of India is more than 1 billion, the value of a human life in
India is that much less as compared to an American, British, Israeli or any other European life?
North Korea test fires a missile and the US moves a Battle Carrier group to the Pacific Ocean!! The
right to self defend should lie with every individual and country. It is high time that all of us as patriotic
Indians do not take this thing lying down and ensure that each of us in their individual capacity spread
this message of injustice across the world.
For the death of 45 British citizens in a similar bomb blast last year, it was a world wide tragedy on
CNN, while for the train blast event the quote on CNN was "in their fight over disputed Kashmir" the
two countries ( Pakistan & India ) should look for a political solution. May we all ask where was the
political solution when the IRA wanted a separate homeland, and closer to the date where is the
political solution in Iraq? Kashmir was, Kashmir is and Kashmir will continue to be an integral part of
our motherland.
Let us all Indians pledge not to be governed by vested interests in US Foreign Policy and take our
own destiny in our hands.

